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Abstract — In modern conditions of the economic formation there is a necessity of transforming the intellectual knowledge to the corporative knowledge – a system of accumulation and transmission of technological, production, organizational, functional, business and other information with the aim of the company’s development and upgrading. The introduction of business continuity principles may be directed on raising the efficiency of the organization’s activity and attracting new consumers. Versatile company’s upgrading of business processes and elimination of weak points (risks) leads to financial advantages, time and resources reduction. The realization of management on the basis of business continuity principles needs to determine the most important, key indices of the processes, to fix action algorithms, dates and executives responsible for the implementation of definite arrangements. It is required to analyze the statistical data of the process functioning, probability of risks emergence and their after-effect weights and develop a plan to reduce possible negative impacts. Such is the process of constant upgrading of business processes with the use of methods and principles of risks management, on the example of the process “Ideas and offers management”. The suggested solution will enable to effectively implement and upgrade the business process “Ideas and offers management” of organizations of different sizes and kinds of activities. The practical value of the suggested methodology is in the fact that application of risks management methods in the process of “Ideas and offers management” will make it possible to realize the up grading of the corporative culture, will motivate the executives to exchange opinions and knowledge, which will enlarge the framework of simple information structuring and facilitate the access to it for persons concerned.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In modern conditions of the economic formation there is a necessity of transforming the intellectual knowledge into the corporative knowledge – a system of accumulation and transmission of technological, production, organizational, functional, business and other information with the aim of the company’s development and upgrading.

To provide business continuity [1] the companies’ management makes use of various instruments and practices which include: lean production (a conception of economical production), benchmarking, best practice application, a system of balanced indices, etc.

The work to create the system of business continuity management (BCM) favors the development of the organizational culture in the following spheres:

- organization personnel involvement;
- distribution of duties and responsibilities;
- measurement on the basis of process functioning indices;
- enhance the notification;
- practical training; etc.

The organization must determine, plan, realize and function in accordance with the legal and obligatory requirements, demands of the sides interested in increasing the business competitiveness.

The organization’s work efficiency may be determined, in particular, by its ability to use and develop knowledge, transform it into innovative products and services, anticipating customers’ needs. Any company’s key necessity in contemporary conditions is the ability of effective provision of knowledge transmission from one executive to another, constantly making up the deficiency, transforming knowledge into the most important factor of productive system alongside with other resources.

The problem of corporative knowledge management is widely elucidated in literature [2] and to the present time a classification of knowledge is devised with the focus on obvious (formalized) and non-obvious (hidden).

By obvious knowledge is meant something that can be described by means of words, symbols, what is easily systematized and transferred. Non-obvious (hidden) knowledge is connected with the worker’s experience and actions. Its formation depends on his personal characteristics, emotional state and life values.
The creation of the system of knowledge [3, 4] as a certain succession of transforming hidden knowledge into obvious and vice versa forms a “knowledge spiral”. Following this method enables to reach definite results in accumulating and transmitting the information and knowledge on different levels of management, automatic upgrading of business-processes.

Corporative knowledge comprises several categories: business-processes knowledge, corporative culture knowledge, technological knowledge, knowledge of environment and personal knowledge of executives.

The organization’s task is to reveal non-obvious knowledge, spread it among executives for reaching strategic and tactic organizational aims. Underestimating the role of knowledge management process can result in problems of organization’s functioning, as the increase of intellectual capital is interconnected with the rise of competitiveness of science-consuming processes, the number of new clients, ready to purchase the new product.

II. METHODS AND MATERIALS

One of the actual ways of raising the processes’ effectiveness, increasing the satisfaction of inside and outside consumers on the basis of hidden knowledge revealing is in implementation of the system of submitting executives’ offers for improvement. The important task of this system is knowledge management, changing behavior and thinking of the workers, working out a system of motivation. For better convenience and understanding we’ll use the notion “business-process “Ideas and suggestions management”».

The business-process “Ideas and offers management” is a formalized process, comprising stages, shown in figure 1.

![Fig. 1. Stages of the business-process “Ideas and offers management”](image)

On the first stage the executives’ involvement is carried out and then follows the collection of offers (ideas). After this the appointment of the expert group for the offers’ estimation is accomplished. Having formed “the ideas’ portfolio” the members of the expert group estimate the submitted offers, decline “non-viable”, approve acceptable and finish off good offers. At the next stage the approved offers are implemented and distinguished workers are given conformable financial awards. The executives’ offers may concern improvement of labor organization and working conditions, increase of labor productivity, preventive measures in ecology and ways to reduce negative effects on the environment, minimization of the losses, improvement of goods quality and so on. The offers may be connected with such modern methods of quality management as lean production, 5s (regulating), TPM (total production maintenance), risks management, etc.

All the mentioned actions affect the activity of the whole organization, are important components of quality management and safety of the organization’s activity results.

The outcomes of the process “Ideas and offers management” introduce other processes, such as marketing, working out of construction and technological documentation, purchases, production, sales, service, quality management and others [5, 6]. The mechanism of such interconnection is shown in fig. 2.
III. RESULTS

The described business-process demands attention from the superior management, elaboration of a plan of arrangements that presuppose avoiding of potential mistakes and their impact on the organization’s activity [7]. In order to achieve the indicated task the risks management process is applied, that includes identification of possible threats for creating the basis of the company’s stability upgrading and defense of the key interests of the sides concerned. The risks for the process “Ideas and offers management” may be considered as an algorithm, given below:

a) designing a decomposition of the process with the view of potential threats that can emerge at every stage;

b) determination of the factors influencing the process from the point of view of different participants of the process (the author, the expert, the process manager, the organization supervisor, the owner of the process – the offer’s consumer);

c) the degree of the process’ correspondence to the stated requirements (the way the process is manageable, controlled and effective);

d) interconnections with other processes in the organization (part of the entry processes are exits of other processes in which it is necessary to look for the sources of problems);

The risk management allows giving a complex estimation of threats and possibilities, connected with the process in view, and work out measures to decrease the risk degree. The principle of application of the risk management conception for the implementation of the business-process “Ideas and offers management” is presented as a consequence of actions given in fig. 3.

At the stage of the goal determination the choice of the most significant of all goals and tasks is realized, which can be interconnected with the choice of the personnel motivation method, designing measures to reduce the costs of production, raise of labor productivity, increase of the product competitiveness, corporative culture formation.

If we consider the implementation stage of the business-process “Ideas and offers management” we note, that the main goal is to involve the company’s executives in the activity of constant improvement. Determination of the process stages is carried out with formalization of all stages, stating the life cycle, noting the process’ owner and every stage content [8-10].

Then, with the help of the expert method possible risks (threats) connected with the process goal are determined. Leading specialists of adjacent tactical and administrative departments are enlisted to cooperation as experts.

At the next stage the risk significance estimation is carried out for the criteria “possibility of emergence – gravity of consequences”.

Then, suitable methods of risks management are chosen, the method of choosing objective proofs is stated.

The stage of the plan of measures elaboration includes actions to reduce or exclude risks influence on the process and the system of administration as a whole. Then comes the time to realize the developed plan to reduce the most significant risks. Sometimes these actions are sufficient to lower the influence of less significant risks.
The algorithm of actions is repeated after fulfilling the plan of measures to eliminate the risks.

The risk-management theory considers risks from the position of divergence of actual results of activity from non-planned. In connection with the uncertainty of the inside environment of the organization events occur leading to negative consequences that are called risks.

The results or risk estimation at every stage of the process are shown in table 1.

### Table 1. Risks Estimation Results at the Stages of the Process “Ideas and Offers Management”.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage</th>
<th>Stage title</th>
<th>Risk emergence probability</th>
<th>Consequence gravity</th>
<th>Significance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Executives’ involvement into the upgrading activity</td>
<td>Most probable (4)</td>
<td>Considerable (3)</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Offer submitting</td>
<td>Probable (3)</td>
<td>Considerable (3)</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Expert appointment</td>
<td>Probable (3)</td>
<td>Medium level (2)</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Offer’s implementation</td>
<td>Probable (3)</td>
<td>Medium level (2)</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Offer estimation</td>
<td>Hardly probable (2)</td>
<td>Insignificant (1)</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Motivation</td>
<td>Rarely (1)</td>
<td>Insignificant (1)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To reveal the most significant risks we’ll make use of Pareto diagram (fig. 4) and compile a risk level map (fig. 5).

According to Pareto rule, the most significant risks are: executives’ involvement in the upgrading activity, offer submitting, expert appointment.

The risk map has enabled to reveal and estimate potential risks capable of rendering a negative impact on the process in view. Risks 1–4 are in the zone of inadmissible risk (red on the diagram), in connection with this fact there is a necessity to elaborate a plan for managing and upgrading the process. Risk groups in the red zone demanda plan of immediate measures, risk groups in the yellow zone need a plan of controllable measures in order to transfer these risks in the category of inadmissible. Thus the key divergences in the process can be the two mentioned factors, that are capable of leading to the unattainability of planned results for the process. To the measures of reducing the riskfort he process “Ideas and offers management” belong:

a) carry in gout promo-actions for promoting the program (to determine periodicity and methods);

b) determine indices which will be used to trace the program efficiency results, methods of information collecting and persons responsible for information supply and data processing;

Fig. 3. System of the risks’ analysis.

Fig. 4. Pareto diagram for choosing the most significant risk.
time. 5. The offer’s estimation is not correct. 6. The deserved bonus is not paid.

Fig. 5. Risks level map.

c) organization of regular meetings of superior managers and department supervisors for discussion of results.

d) define requirements for offers;

e) state the problems for offers, single out the most acute.

f) compile a list of experts and suggest a circle of offer subjects which can be estimated by certain experts;

g) carrying out regular meetings with certain experts for discussing questions of cooperation in the program;

h) control for offers implementation on the part of superior management (assistance for the experts, allocation of conformable resources);

i) envisage the means of inverse connection from the expert to the author;

j) envisage the process of information transmission to the personnel department.

IV. CONCLUSION

To increase the organization’s competitiveness it should demonstrate to the potential consumers its ability to supply the goods in conditions of outer environment uncertainty. Implementation of the requirements of business continuity management may be directed on raising the effectiveness of the organization’s activity and attracting new consumers. Versatile upgrading of the organization’s business-processes and elimination of weak points (risks) lead to receiving financial profits, decrease of losses of time and resources.

To realize management on the basis of business continuity principles it is necessary to determine the most important, key indices of the processes, define the algorithm of actions, dates and executives responsible for the implementation of certain measures. It is necessary to analyze statistic data on the process functioning, probability of risks emergence and gravity of their consequences and elaborate a plan of measures for their decrease.

That is the essence of the process of constant upgrading of business-processes with the use of methods and principles of risks management on the example of the process “Ideas and offers management”.

The suggested solution will enable to effectively implement and upgrade the business process “Ideas and offers management” of organizations of different sizes and kinds of activities. The practical value of the suggested methodology is in the fact that application of risks management methods in the process of “Ideas and offers management” will make it possible to realize the upgrading of the corporate culture, will motivate the executives to exchange opinions and knowledge, which will enlarge the framework of simple information structuring and facilitate the access to it for persons concerned.
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